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Seven Day Week Operations
Our summer instructor Lucas Bottin has arrived and 
seems to have recovered from jet lag, so should be 
available for booking.

Our visiting German pilot Stefan Langer has posted 
more good videos on his flying with us:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZSeYIP0AtMA

Lucas, Stefan and Tim Bromhead came for fish and 
chips last Friday night: all of them nice company and 
very approachable.  Tim flies BA and has the white van.

https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv=ZSeYIP0AtMA
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The unremitting wind has meant that vertical surfaces such as the 
Kaimais and the West Coast have been used to ensure good lift.

Last Satruday we decamped to Thames airfield and launched from 
there, with the goal being the longest straight-line run, plus points for 
pushing out from the Kaimais to turn points.

It was a great little 
excursion, one which I 
think we could easily do 
on another day.

It’s about an hour’s 
drive, plus rigging time.

Results are on-line, at:

https://www.soaringspot.com/en_gb/auckland-soaring-
championships-drury-2020/results/open/task-4-on-2020-01-
08/total

https://www.soaringspot.com/en_gb/auckland-soaring-championships-drury-2020/results/open/task-4-on-2020-01-08/total
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Rob and the PW-5 fell off the bottom of the page, but good on him.
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Omarama 2019 was quite the experience. Unlike last years camp, I was able to properly 
appreciate the scenery, the beauty of it and what it does for us instead of worrying about my (at 
the time slightly questionable, oops) circuits. Though the unfortunate weather stumped flying 
time,i still had a handful of amazing flights. The amount i've learned from these varying 
conditions is insane as there was never a day even remotely similar.  
 
2 days that stood out the most consisted of a day with a 25kts SW crosswind and strong wave 
along with rough rotas with a climb rate of roughly 15000/2000 ft a minute; and a very strong 
ridge day, weak and chopped up thermals with heavy sink and the wave dumping on us with 
convergence too.  
 
These days were one of the most challenging ones as the weather was difficult to read and 
changed very quickly. I was practicing my simulated paddock landing out on riverside as we 
decided this day would be perfect to do so. We set off after having a ground briefing and took off 
expecting a few thermals here and there as it was still early morning. However, when we 
released we instantly shot up into the sky as we had been released in wave! It was an incredibly 
smooth ride and we ascended like a rocket. This was great on any other day, yet we were trying 
to go down instead of staying up. The wave ended up helping as we struggled immensely trying 
to find the paddock. After finally finding it we completed our 6 S checks and downwind checks 
and headed in to land after deciding to descend on the right hand side. I realised only on base 
that we had chosen the wrong side and got caught in a bit of a pickle. We were undershooting 
and being blown off too far to the left due to the crosswind and wind  gradient. This was the 
most noticeable one i had ever flown in and was quite the experience. We managed to land as 
best as we could on a very narrow (small car width) and rocky strip with rabbit holes and prickly 
bushes adorning the area. 
 
My favourite flight, possibly ever was very interesting. Earlier in the day I went up and flew along 
the very busy Buscot Ridge. The lift on the ridge was the best I could find as the thermals earlier 
on where chopped up and very weak with heavy surrounding sink. The strength of lift and cloud 
formations along with wind direction were regularly changing. I later took off again in the 
evening around 18:30 to find this flight to be one of the most beautiful and difficult, ever. The 
golden sun was piercing through the mountains and oozing through the valley. The sea breeze 
was beginning to creep in, and as we took off the thermals had already died away but the 
convergence was still slightly working, We struggled, barely handing in the thermals, climbing 
slowly with a high of 3 kts. It must've been the hardest I've ever worked to stay up but one of the 
most beneficial and beautiful flights. We fought hard, travelling over to the ridge looking for 
scraps or small thermals. With a whole lot of luck, motivation and excitement for dinner 
(especially dessert, Kim’s famous brownies) we managed to stay up for just over an hour.  
 
I left Omarama with with more than I ever imagined possible! An experience to remember.  
 
 
 

Emma’s Youth Glide camp report
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Btraced Tracking Phone App
– useful for all pilots

Competitors et al,

As we make preparations for the AE2020 Championships, a word 
about the Flight Tracking to be used as the primary facility to 
enable those on the ground, particularly the contest volunteers, to 
view your real time progress through the flight, and keep you 
safely in touch, when outside of VHF coverage from Drury.

Recently proven during the GrandPrix@Matamata, you need to 
setup the phone app Btraced and securely mount the phone in 
the glider, normally with a suction rig that provides a good signal, 
clear of carbon fibre, to the mobile phone network.

Tell your crew, partner, friends and family the tracking website is
www.gliding.net.nz/tracking
which priorities the signals from Btraced/Spot/FLARM. This app is 
free to iPhone users and $2.69 for Android fans from the App 
store.

Our cherished Glider Technologist and Van Expert, Tim 
Bromhead, has setup instructions here
http://gliding.co.nz/how-to-set-up-cell-tracking/

http://www.gliding.net.nz/tracking
http://gliding.co.nz/how-to-set-up-cell-tracking/
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